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A great deal of serious reincarnation research has been posted online. This bibliography lists full-text articles and books on reincarnation which are available for free viewing and/or downloading. Most are PDF files, but a few are in HTML or TXT formats. The majority were originally published in journals or books, but a few original online reports are included.

The focus of the bibliography is on field-based studies of cases of apparent reincarnation by psychical researchers, but includes related contributions from other academic disciplines and perspectives. With occasional exceptions, entries are in English, but foreign-language sections are planned for the future.

YouTube and other video reports are not currently included, but will be added in a later edition.

The bibliography is updated periodically. Please send comments or suggested additions to jgmatlock@ymail.com. Entries are arranged in the following categories:

Case Studies—Original Reports (Contemporary)
Case Studies—Original Reports (Historical)
Case Studies—Retellings and Summaries
Case Studies—Comment and Analysis
History, Biography and Autobiography
Hypnotic Age Regression
Philosophy
Psychology, Psychotherapy and Psychiatry
Sociology and Anthropology
Spiritism
Theosophy, Cayce and New Age Concerns


Pasricha, S. K. (1998). Cases of the reincarnation type in northern India with birthmarks and


Case Studies—Original Reports (Historical)


Fielding [Hall], H. (1898). *The soul of a people*. London: Bentley and Son. [pp. 348-349]


Stoughton. [pp. 26-27]


Case Studies—Retellings and Summaries
(in alphabetical order by title)

Semkiw, W. (n.d.). *Child Reincarnation Story of Bootlegger Sammy Fernando | Sujith Jayaratne*
Semkiw, W. (n.d.). *Children's Past Life Story with Phobia, Heaven & Gender Change: Reincarnation Case of Chuey Puang Pei | Ampan Petcherat*
Semkiw, W. (n.d.). *Past Life Love Story: Soul Plan, Spirit Being & Geographic Memory: Turkish Reincarnation Case of Abit Suzulmus | Ismail Altunkalic*
Semkiw, W. (n.d.). *Past Life Story with Change in Religion & Geographic Past Life Memory: Reincarnation Case of Gioanna Spontini | Laure Raynaud*
Semkiw, W. (n.d.). *Past Life Story with Physical Resemblance, Phobia & Geographic Memory:
Reincarnation Case of Margaret Kempthorne | Gladys Deacon

Case Studies—Comment and Analysis


Rivas, T. (2006). Reincarnation research: In search of the most parsimonious sufficient hypothesis. (This paper was published in Dutch in the Spiegel der Parapsychologie,32, (3/4), 171-188 as "Reincarnatie-onderzoek: op zoek naar de zuinigste toereikende hypothese".)


History, Biography and Autobiography


Hypnotic Age Regression


Philosophy


Rivas, T. (1991). The logical necessity of the survival of personal memory after bodily death: To what extent can we be certain that our memories will survive the death of our bodies. Paper presented at the conference on the Survival of Human Personality at Rajsamand (Udaipur, Rajasthan), 1991, read by Dr. B. Shamsukha. Created online 8/6/12.


Psychology and Psychotherapy


Sociology and Anthropology


**Spiritism**


**Theosophy, Cayce and New Age Concerns**


Cooper, I. S. (1920). *Reincarnation: The hope of the world.* Los Angeles: Theosophical